Real time rail freight tracking without GPS between Asia and Europe

Main Corridors via Turkey serviced by SIGIS Monitoring
SIGIS Company Profile

- 46 highly qualified specialized experts since 1992
- Annual turnover of 3 million Euro
- Completed over 1,000 contracts for tracking services
- Real time for 130,000 wagons / containers in the tracking system
- Clients in 28 countries
Organization for Cooperation of Railways

Bureau International des Containers et du Transport Intermodal

Coordinating Council on Trans-Siberian Transportation
SERVICED REGIONS

Azerbaijan  Kyrgyzstan  Mongolia  Uzbekistan  China
Belarus  Latvia  Russia  Ukraine  Iran
Georgia  Lithuania  Tajikistan  Finland  Armenia
Kazakhstan  Moldova  Turkmenistan  Estonia  Germania
Among the Clients of SIGIS

1000+ Active clients
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Tracing by wagon’s and container’s number
Tracing by wagon’s number and partly by container’s number
Tracing by wagon’s number
What Information Do Forwarders and Their Clients Need?

- Notifications about operations
- Information about parked or stand still days
- Information about crossing boarders and trans-shipping at borders
- Station approach & uploading and ETA
- Professional reports and summaries preparation
What Information Do Forwarders and Their Clients Need?

- Automatic transmission of location data to clients
- Report about technical conditions of wagon
- Integrated freight rate calculations
- Wagon mileage, wagon’s technical certificate, repairs, dislocation archives
- Data export to other IT systems all under high security demands
- Our system is convenient for use and contains all the information that is necessary for the client
Transport Route on the map
New Partners for track & trace

Under testing for tracking data with partners from China

Under negotiations for tracking data with Afghanistan and Turkey
SIGIS began a new cooperation with the National Railway of Iran in 2017.
New Partners for track & trace

Under negotiations for tracking data with European countries for tracking the cargo of SIGIS clients.
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New Partners for track & trace

Under testing: Tracking for Germany and Poland for some clients
Testing New Services - Tracking for Containers at cargo vessel lines for all areas - in combination with tracking on rail
Main Corridors serviced by SIGIS Monitoring

There are 2 important Railway Main Roads from Asia and from India or Iran through Turkey to Europe.

Company SIGIS offers a comprehensive monitoring service for all these routes.
South Corridor

BAKU - TBILISI - KARS – TURKEY – EUROPE
Complete negotiations with Turkish State Railways:

- Support the concrete needs of Turkish State Railways by providing location information for trains and containers from China or India through Turkey to Europe.

- Support the concrete needs of all our clients for getting position data of theirs trains and containers on the territory of Turkish State Railways.
YOU ARE READY?
Latvia, Riga LV-1010, Noliktavas 3-5
Tel.: (+371) 67792004, 67238004
Fax:  (+371) 67792017, 67238017,
E-mail: sigis@sigis.lv, sales@sigis.lv
web: www.railwagonlocation.com
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